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Pump and dump

• “Pump-and-dump” schemes (P&Ds) are a form of 
price manipulation. 



Background

• Such schemes are most common with microcap 
stocks and have recently become popular in 
cryptocurrencies.

• Standard narratives:
• Information-based: spread false information
• Action-based: actions other than buy and sell
• Trade-based: only buy and sell



Why is P&D interesting to 
researchers?
• Important policy implications. 

• Informative for 
• Manipulation theories
• Bubbles 
• Investor behavior



Why cryptocurrencies?

• Will blockchain be the next technology 
breakthrough of human society? 

• Initial coin offerings (ICOs) raised over $5 billion across 
nearly 800 blockchain startup deals in 2017, exceeding 
traditional venture capital investment in funding 
blockchain projects. 

• P&Ds are popular in this market. 
• Clean setting to study manipulation. 

• No confounding false information
• No fundamental-relevant actions
• Identification of P&Ds is also easier



How are P&Ds organized? 

• Telegram is a cloud-based instant 
messaging service

• end-to-end encryption
• one of the most heavily-encrypted 

messaging platforms
• Telegram channels

• Operators can broadcast messages 
(similar to radio stations)

• Members can join for free
• access the entire message history
• Messages timestamped with viewer 

counter



Pump channels

• They do not use the 
word “dump”, but 
they do use “pump”.

• Manual collection of 
pump groups from 
Reddit and 
BitcoinTalk.

• 210 groups
• 3000+ P&Ds





What happened? 



Data

• 500 P&Ds (239 unique tokens) from three exchanges: 
Binance, Bittrex, and Yobit. 

• In trading volume, 1st, 36th and 27th. 
• Asia, US, and Russia. 

• Exchange trading data
• Similar to Trade and Quote (TAQ) data. 
• Timestamped at least to seconds. 
• We download trading data from Binance using their API
• We buy such data of Bittrex and Yobit from Kaiko Data. 

• Mostly, price quoted in BTC.
• Sample period: May 15, 2017 to August 26, 2018



Data issues

• Closed Telegram channels
• Trading data from Bittrex and Yobit do not cover all 

the listed tokens
• Our sample may overrepresent recent Telegram 

channels and the ones that actively advertise on 
Reddit and BitcoinTalk. 



P&D events



Target tokens

• Relative to stocks
• Market cap: 10th percentile
• Volatility: 99th percentile



Max return and time to max



Main findings



Longer-term



Spillover to Ethereum pairs



Bitcoin pairs on other exchanges



Liquid tokens



Illiquid tokens



Magnitude 

• 25% price increase; 
• 14800% volume increase;
• 15% 10-second absolute return;
• 18% insider returns;
• -2.34% for an average outsider (most are Telegram 

channel followers);

• Per event, average profit of 1BTC ($8,000). 
• Thousands of them each year



Performance by purchase time



Persistent unfairness



Persistent unfairness--regressions



Order imbalance and price impact



In contrast to standard trade-
based manipulation narrative
• Standard narrative: Manipulators can make profits 

only if the price impact is greater when they buy 
than when they sell. 

• Manipulators do not have to push the price up



Why outsiders are willing to 
participate? 
• Overconfidence

• Gambling/skewness preference/probability 
weighting/salience



Determinants of Max return



Investor learning? 



Consequences of banning P&Ds

• On Nov 24, 2017, Bittrex banned P&Ds. 



Method 

• Difference-in-differences
• Treatment: tokens listed on Bittrex
• Controls: tokens on other exchanges, with similar 

trading volume over the period running from 60 
days to 31 days before the ban

• 189 treated and control pairs



Volume and price

• Changes occurs almost exactly at 0. 



Regressions 

• Volume: 60%
• Price: 40%



Conclusions

• P&Ds are pervasive in the nascent cryptomarket. 
• Significant wealth transfer
• Burgeoning cryptocurrency/Bitcoin literature

• Blockchain technology
• Bitcoin ecosystem
• ICOs
• Cryptocurrency price/risks/arbitrage
• Other manipulations

• Gandal, Hamrick, Moore, and Oberman (2008)
• Griffin and Shams (2018b)



Policy implication

• Regulation
• P&Ds are detrimental
• Technological feasible
• Wealth transfer

• Kyle and Viswanathan define “illegal” manipulations
• Makes prices less accurate as signals for efficient resource 

allocation
• Makes markets less liquid for risk transfer
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